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I. INTRODUCTION

International Uranium (USA) Corporation ("IUSA") operates, in accordance with Source

Material License No. SUA-1358 issued by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

("NRC"), a uranium recovery facility called the White Mesa Mill (the "Mill") in Blanding, Utah.

The Mill processes uranium-bearing materials to extract the uranium therefrom. The residuals

from this process, or "tailings," are defined as "1 le.(2) byproduct material," and are permanently

disposed of in an NRC-licensed "cell" or impoundment at the Mill. IUSA's Mill is regulated by

the NRC, pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Uranium Mill

Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978, ("UMTRCA"), as amended, as effectuated by NRC

regulations set forth at 10 C.F.R. Part 40, including Appendix A and applicable guidance

documents.

On October 15, 1998, IUSA submitted to NRC a request for a license amendment

specifically allowing IUSA to process uranium-bearing materials from the Ashland 1 Formerly

Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program ("FUSRAP") site ("Ashland 1") in Tonawanda, New
00
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York. Notice of IUSA's application was published in the Federal Register on November 3,

1998. 63 Fed. Reg. 59340. On December 7, 1998 Envirocare of Utah, Inc. ("Envirocare") filed

a Request for Hearing challenging the requested license amendment.

On February 19, 1999, the Presiding Officer dismissed Envirocare from the licensing

proceeding for lack of standing. LBP-99- 11. The Presiding Officer found that Envirocare's

claim based on economic and competitive injury was in no way associated with any

environmental harm that might result from the proposed licensing action. Accordingly, the

Presiding Officer determined that Envirocare lacked standing to pursue its claims under the

National Environmental Protection Act or the Atomic Energy Act.1

II. ARGUMENT

For the reasons stated in IUSA's brief to the Presiding Officer asserting Envirocare's lack

of standing to challenge the Ashland I license amendment (brief attached as Exhibit 3) and

IUSA's brief filed with the Commission opposing Envirocare's claims in connection with IUSA's

license amendment for processing the Ashland 2 materials (attached hereto as Exhibit 4), IUSA

opposes Envirocare's appeal of the Presiding Officer's February 19, 1999 Order dismissing

Envirocare for lack of standing. The Presiding Officer (ruling on Envirocare's challenges to both

the Ashland 2 and Ashland 1 amendments) and the Commission (ruling on Envirocare's appeal

of its dismissal from the Ashland 2 proceeding), dismissed Envirocare's license amendment

challenges because Envirocare's claimed economic harm failed to allege "environmental harm

I On August 19, 1998, the Presiding Officer, considering identical claims by Envirocare in
response to IUSA's request for a license amendment to process uranium-bearing materials from
the "Ashland 2" FUSRAP site, issued an Order (unpublished; attached hereto as Exhibit 1)
dismissing Envirocare for lack of standing. On appeal by Envirocare, the Commission affirmed
the Presiding Officer's Order. CLI-98-23, November 24, 1998 (attached hereto as Exhibit 2).
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associated with the proposed licensing action" rendering its claim "not cognizable under the

National Environmental Protection Act or the Atomic Energy Act." LBP-99-11 at 2. Despite

these rulings, Envirocare here reprises the same arguments to gain standing on account of alleged

economic injury As before, Envirocare still lacks standing to challenge IUSA's requested license

amendment.

III. CONCLUSION

Envirocare's instant appeal of the Presiding Officer's Order LBP-99-11 dismissing

Envirocare's challenge to IUSA's Ashland I license amendment application simply rehashes the

same argument that has repeatedly been deemed an insufficient basis upon which to accord

Envirocare standing to challenge IUSA's license amendments. Envirocare is attempting to

protect its economic well being through abuse of the regulatory process in hopes of eventually

excluding IUSA from the market. Envirocare has failed to raise any new issues to the

Commission and there is no reason to alter the Presiding Officer's Order. Accordingly,

Envirocare's appeal to the Commission should be denied.

Respectfully submitted,

Anthony J. Thompson
Frederick S. Phillips (
David C. Lashway
SHAW PITTMAN POTTS & TROWBRIDGE
2300 N Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 663-8000
Counsel to Licensee, International (USA)
Uranium Corporation
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 0
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONAV'•

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL

Before Administrative Judges:
Peter B. Bloch, Presiding Officer S VED

Richard F. Cole, Special Assistant

In the matter of

INTERNATIONAL URANIUM (USA)
CORPORATION

(Receipt of Material from
Tonawanda, New York)

Docket No. 40-8681-MLA-4

Re: Material License Amendment

ASLBP No. 98-748-03-MLA

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Dismissal of Envirocare)

On June 22, 1998, Petitioner Envirocare of Utah, Inc. ("Envirocare") filed a

Request for Hearing challenging the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's ("NRC") amend-

ment of International Uranium (USA) Corporation's ("IUSA") Source Material License

SUA-1358 to allow for the receipt and "processing" of uranium-bearing material from the

Ashland 2 site (Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program, "FUSRAP") near

Tonawanda, New York. On August 4, the Presiding Officer authorized Envirocare to

amend its petition by stating why it should not be dismissed for lack of standing due to the

NRC's decision in Quivira Mining Company (Ambrosia Lake Facility, Grants, New

Mexico), CLI-98-11, 47 NRC _, slip op. (July 17, 1998).
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On August 4, 1998, Envirocare filed an Amendment to its Request for Hearing

("Amendment"). Having reviewed the Amendment, I am convinced that this case is on all

fours with Quivira and must be dismissed. Envirocare relies on National Credit Union

Administration v. First National Bank & Trust Co., 118 S. Ct. 927 (1998). However, it

acknowledges, on page 2 of its Amendment, that the Commission was aware of National

Credit Union when it issued its Quivira opinion.

In this case, Envirocare considers itself to be injured because IUSA allegedly will

gain a competitive advantage from the grant of the challenged license. However, it does

not allege that it suffers any environmental or safety effect from operations under the

license. As in Quivira, Envirocare's preferred interpretation of National Credit Union

would give nuclear facility or materials competitors a vastly expanded right to sue even for

alleged harms that fall outside the "zone of interests" of either the National Environmental

Policy Act or the Atomic Energy Act. I conclude that Envirocare's interpretation is

incorrect.

The Envirocare petition is dismissed.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

eteIr tO ODR .ch, Administrative Judge
Presiding Officer

Rockville, Maryland
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Docket No. 40-8681-MLA-4

CLI-98-23

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

I. Introduction

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.1205, Envirocare of Utah, Inc. has appealed an August 19,

1998, Presiding Officer's decision (unpublished), which rejected Envirocare's request for a

hearing and leave to intervene in this license amendment proceeding. The Presiding Officer

found that Envirocare lacked standing to challenge the license amendment. International

Uranium (USA) Corporation ("IUSA") and the NRC staff support the Presiding Officer's

decision. We affirm the decision.

II. Background

For the second time in recent months, Envirocare is before the Commission seeking to

challenge a license amendment that will allow a competitor, IUSA in this instance, to process

radioactive waste. Envirocare argues that it will suffer a significant disadvantage in the
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marketplace from the NRC's licensing of IUSA because the NRC staff is imposing more lenient

and less costly regulatory requirements on IUSA than it imposed on Envirocare. According to

Envirocare, its potential economic loss from competition with IUSA gives it an "interest [that]

may be affected by the proceeding" and thus triggers its right to demand a hearing under

section 189a of the Atomic Energy Act (AEA), 42 U.S.C. § 2239(a), on safety and

environmental issues. It makes no difference, according to Envirocare, that its only harm is

economic and that it alleges no radiological or environmental harm to itself.

Envirocare raised the same "competitor injury" arguments in a recent materials license

amendment proceeding involving the Quivira Mining Company. See Quivira Mining Co.

(Ambrosia Lake Facility, Grants, New Mexico), CLI-98-11, 48 NRC 1 (1998). There, both the

Presiding Officer and, on review, the Commission, found that neither the National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) nor the AEA provides statutory protection for purely economic

harms unrelated to the potential radiological or environmental effects of the licensing action.

The Commission first pointed to longstanding judicial precedent under NEPA and concluded

that "[a]n interest in 'economic well-being vis-a-vis [] competitors is clearly not within the zone of

interests' of NEPA, which was 'not designed to prevent the loss of profits."' 48 NRC at 8

(citations omitted); see also generally id. at 8-10 (discussing standing under NEPA). The

Commission next turned to the AEA. While acknowledging that the question whether pecuniary

"competitor' injuries fall within the AEA zone of interests presented a more difficult issue,

indeed one of first impression, the Commission ultimately held that a "mere claim of 'competitor

injury,' unlinked to a claim of radiological injury, is not among those interests arguably protected

or regulated under the Atomic Energy Act." Id. at 10.

In this proceeding, the Presiding Officer found Envirocare's claims of standing "on all

fours" with its unsuccessful standing claims in the earlier Quivira proceeding, and thus
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summarily dismissed Envirocare's request for hearing. To accord Envirocare standing, the

Presiding Officer stated, "would give nuclear facility or materials competitors a vastly expanded

right to sue even for alleged harms that fall outside the 'zone of interests' of either the National

Environmental Policy Act or the Atomic Energy Act." Presiding Officer's Memorandum and

Order (Aug. 19, 1998) at 2 (unpublished).

III. Analysis

On appeal, Envirocare's principal argument is that the Presiding Officer improperly

relied upon the Commission's decision in Quivira. Envirocare submits that in Quivira the

Commission "failed to recognize the significance" of the Supreme Court's recent "competitor

standing" ruling in National Credit Union Administration v. Nat'l Bank & Trust Co., 118 S. Ct.

927 (1998), "and thus erred in concluding that Envirocare's interests do not fall within the zone

of interests of either NEPA or the AEA." Envirocare Appeal Brief at 2. We cannot agree.

When we decided Quivira we were fully aware of National Credit Union -- indeed our decision

discusses it at length (48 NRC at 10-12) -- and concluded nonetheless that Envirocare did not

allege the kind of "interest" necessary to satisfy the judicial "zone of interests" test or to gain

admission into our proceedings. For the reasons given in Quivira, and for the reasons below,

we adhere to our original view.

Envirocare's comparison of our case to National Credit Union does not survive scrutiny.

Envirocare correctly points out that National Credit Union recognized the standing of banks --

competitors of credit unions -- to challenge an interpretation of the Federal Credit Union Act,

even though there was no evidence of specific Congressional intent to protect banks or their

"competitor" interests. But the Court did not hold that the banks had standing simply on

account of their status as "competitors" of credit unions. Significantly, the Court required the
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banks to be "more than merely incidental beneficiaries" of the statute's "effects on competition."

118 S. Ct. at 936 n.6. Standing, the Court emphasized, requires more than "merely ... an

interest in enforcing the statute in question." Id.

National Credit Union explicitly hinged upon the Court's conclusion that the banks

"possess[ed] an interest that is 'arguably ... to be protected'" by the credit union statute. Id. at

938. That statute "expressly" sought to keep credit unions from an unlimited expansion of their

customer base, an interest the Court deemed "unmiatakab[ly] link[ed]" to the banks' competitor

interest. Id. at 935-36. Thus, the banks' particular "interest in limiting the markets that credit

unions can serve (fell] 'arguably within the zone of interests to be protected'" by the statute. Id.

at 938. In short, the Court found that one of the statute's cognizable interests -- keeping federal

credit union membership restricted -- was "precisely" the interest of the competitor banks that

competed with credit unions for customers. Id. at 936.

Envirocare argues that "just as the Banks ha[d] an interest in limiting the markets that

credit unions can serve, so does Envirocare have an interest in limiting the markets that Quivira

[and presumably, IUSA], can serve." Envirocare's Amendment to Its Request for Hearing (Aug.

4, 1998) at 7. This argument focuses on the claimed analogy between Envirocare's

"competitor" interest and the "competitor" interest of the banks. But Envirocare overlooks the

crucial point that the statute in National Credit Union explicitly sought to limit the credit union

market by restricting the credit unions' available customer base. It was this statutory limitation

on customer base that underpinned the banks' standing, not simply their obvious economic

interest in limiting their competitors' market.

National Credit Union thus falls directly in line with prior Supreme Court cases finding

"competitor" standing, all of which "have been rooted in some applicable statutory provision

whose clear intent or effect is to restrict competition." Quivira, 48 NRC at 12; see also Bennett
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v. Spear, 117 S. Ct. 1154, 1167 (1997). The same is true of the few courts of appeals cases on

"competitor standing" decided thus far in the wake of National Credit Union. In MOVA

Pharmaceutical Corp. v. Shalala, for instance, the court found that a pioneer drug company's

interest in limiting additional competition was "'by its very nature' linked with the [applicable]

statute's goal of limiting competition." 140 F.3d 1060, 1076 (D.C. Cir. 1998)(citing and following

National Credit Union, 118 S. Ct. at 935 n.6). See also Louisiana Energy & Power Auth. v.

FERC, 141 F.3d 364, 367-68 n.5 (D.C. Cir. 1998). In our case, by contrast, neither NEPA nor

the AEA contains a remotely similar market limitation provision upon which competitor standing

may rest.)

Envirocare urges us to read National Credit Union broadly to hold that the banks had

standing simply because their competitive interests were "affected" by the credit union statute

and the National Credit Union Administration's interpretation of it. See Envirocare Appeal Brief

at 8; Envirocare's Amended Request for Hearing (Aug. 4, 1998) at 10. We find no support,

however, for the view that petitioners -- be they competitors or not -- must be accorded standing

and permitted to challenge agency licensing decisions simply because they might be "affected."

Merely because one may be injured by a particular agency action "does not necessarily mean

' Envirocare maintains that its intervention in our proceeding would generally promote
the goals of NEPA and the AEA because the NRC's "licensing requirements ... constitute a
classic example of a regulatory scheme for limiting entry into a market," a scheme which, in
Envirocare's view, would only benefit by having competitors participate in and oversee NRC
determinations of who may "enter" the market. See Envirocare Appeal Brief at 10-11. In
Hazardous Waste Treatment Council v. EPA, 861 F.2d 277, 284 (D.C. Cir. 1988), cert. denied,
490 U.S. 1106 (1989), however, the D.C. Circuit rejected virtually the same argument. There,
plaintiffs contended that an environmental protection statute (RCRA) amounted to an "entry-
restricting" statute by acting to "exclud(e] from the market providers of less excellent treatment
services," a goal which the competitor firms claimed they would help further by their lawsuit.
But "any pecuniary beneficiary of a regulatory program could so characterize it," said the court,
adding that "to accept [such a ] characterization for standing would eliminate the prudential
standing requirement." 861 F.2d at 284. Like RCRA, the AEA and NEPA have nothing to do
with limiting markets or customer access and cannot be viewed as "entry-restricting" statutes --
else all meaning be drained from the concept.
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one is within the zone of interests to be protected by a given statute." Air Courier, 498 U.S. at

524 (emphasis added).

It is well established, for example, that a petitioner who suffers only economic injury

lacks standing to bring a NEPA-based challenge to agency action. 48 NRC at 8-10 (referencing

cases). NEPA's purpose, the courts have said, is to protect the environment, "not the economic

interests of those adversely affected by agency decisions." Id. at 8. NEPA's "rather sweeping

list of interests ... do not include purely monetary interests, such as the competitive effect that a

... project might have on plaintiff's commercial enterprise." Mountain States Legal Found. v.

Glickman, 92 F.3d 1228, 1236 (D.C. Cir. 1996).

If NEPA's "sweeping" list of interests cannot be understood to include purely monetary

concerns, neither should the AEA's interests, which focus not on economics or markets (except

in limited areas not pertinent here), but on the public's radiological health and safety, an area

closely akin to NEPA's environmental concerns. Environmental litigants whose sole motivation

is "economic self-interest and welfare are singularly inappropriate parties to be entrusted with

the responsibility of asserting the public's environmental interest." Churchill Truck Lines, Inc. v.

United States, 533 F.2d 411, 416 (8 '11 Cir. 1976)(emphasis added). See also Quivira, 48 NRC

at 13 (discussing cases rejecting standing of parties seeking to impose higher costs on

competitors under RCRA).

Envirocare does not purport to claim any injury other than competitive harm, but argues

such injury is enough to satisfy both the "injury-in-fact" and the "zone of interests" tests.

Indeed, like Justice O'Connor in dissent, Envirocare suggests that National Credit Union did

away with or "all but eviscerate(d] the zone of interests' requirement." Envirocare Appeal Brief

at 9, citing 118 S. Ct. at 940 (O'Connor, J. dissenting). On that view, actual injury from agency

action automatically falls within the zone of interests of the agency's enabling legislation. This
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seems an unlikely result to us. Indeed, the National Credit Union majority explicitly rejected

Justice O'Connor's view that it had eliminated the zone of interests inquiry altogether. See 118

S. Ct. at 936 n.7. To hold otherwise would conflate two standing tests historically understood

as separate -- "injury-in-fact" and "zone of interests" -- and would render the zone of interests

inquiry entirely meaningless. Liquid Carbonic Industries v. FERC, 29 F.3d 697, 704 (D.C. Cir.

1994).

In the end, of course, our analysis of judicial standing cases seeks simply to determine

whether a petitioner's particular asserted "interest" provides an appropriate basis under § 189a

of the AEA for triggering an adjudicatory hearing and permitting a petitioner to intervene as a

party to such a hearing. As the Commission pointed out in Quivira, the NRC is not an Article III

court, and thus, although we customarily look to and apply judicial concepts of standing, we are

not bound to do so. 48 NRC at 6 n.2.

Our principal concern is to assure that parties participating in our adjudicatory

proceedings have interests that are cognizable under the AEA, our governing statute. Thus,

even if we have misapprehended the judicial zone of interests inquiry, and Envirocare and

Justice O'Connor prove correct in their assessment that the zone of interests test as applied

has been so diluted as to be virtually insignificant, our understanding of the AEA requires us to

insist that a competitor's pecuniary aim of imposing additional regulatory restrictions or burdens

on fellow market participants does not fall within those "interests" that trigger a right to hearing

and intervention under §189a. Quite apart from judicial standing concepts, therefore, we would

not recognize purely economic concerns like Envirocare's as comprehended by § 189a's

"interest" requirement.

The AEA concentrates on the licensing and regulation of nuclear materials for the

purpose of protecting public health and safety and the common defense and security. The

appropriate party to raise safety objections about ;i specific licensing action is the party who,
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because of the licensing, may face some radiological harm (or the party who seeks the license).

As such, it has long been our practice as an agency to reject standing for petitioners asserting a

bare economic injury, unlinked to any radiological harm. See, e.g., Virginia Elec. & Power Co.

(North Anna Power Station, Units 1 & ), ALAB-342, 4 NRC 98, 105-06 (1976). Competitors,

though, whose only "interest" is lost business opportunities, could readily burden our

adjudicatory process with open-ended allegations designed not to advance public health and

safety but as a dilatory tactic to interfere with and impose costs upon a competitor. Such an

abuse of our hearing process would significantly divert limited agency resources, which ought to

be squarely -- genuinely -- focused upon health and security concerns.

In our view, Envirocare's interests closely parallel those found insufficient for judicial

standing in Hazardous Waste (see n.1, supra):

Petitioner wants to increase the regulatory burden on others. Its
interest lies in the competitive advantage that its membership
might secure if the government imposed higher costs on other
firms.... [W]e see no special reason to suppose that Congress
might have thought them suitable advocates of the environmental
interests underlying the statute.

861 F.2d at 285. We think Hazardous Waste's view of judicial "zone of interests" standing

remains sound even after National Credit Union. But we also see in Hazardous Waste a useful

test for applying § 189a's "interest" requirement, even if our understanding of judicial standing

proves wrong.

By rejecting Envirocare's intervention petition, we are not simply turning a blind eye to

any possibility that the IUSA license amendment may, on the merits, have some safety or

environmentally-oriented deficiency. Indeed, we have an ongoing adjudicatory proceeding on

the IUSA license amendment. The intervenor is the State of Utah, a party whose combined

radiological, environmental, and economic interests render it a suitable petitioner to challenge

the licensing action. For those individuals who have legitimate safety concerns, but who, either
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do not wish an adjudicatory hearing, or do not meet § 189a standards for intervention, the

Commission makes available the 10 C.F.R, § 2.206 petition process. Accordingly, Envirocare

may and should utilize the petition process to detail any of its safety concerns about the IUSA

amendment. Where appropriate, Envirocare also is free to participate in the ongoing

adjudication as amicus curiae.

IV. Conclusion and Order

For the reasons stated in this decision, the Commission hereby affirms the Presiding

Officer's August 19, 1998 order.

It is so ORDERED.
._,,.- For the Commission2

44'

,'0John C. Hoyle
Seeretary of the Commission

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 4IY#__day of November, 1998.

2 Commissioner Diaz was not available for the affirmation of this order. Had he been

present, he would have affirmed the order.
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INTERNATIONAL URANIUM (USA) CORPORATION'S
OPPOSITION TO ENVIROCARE OF UTAH, INC.'S

REQUEST FOR HEARING

I. INTRODUCTION

International Uranium (USA) Corporation ("IUSA") operates, in accordance with Source

Material License No. SUA-1358 issued by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

("NRC"), a uranium recovery facility called the White Mesa Mill (the "Mill") in Blanding, Utah.

The Mill processes uranium-bearing materials to extract the uranium therefrom. The residuals

from this process, or "tailings," are defined as "11 e.(2) byproduct material," and are disposed of

in an NRC-licensed "cell" or impoundment at the Mill. IUSA's Mill is regulated by the NRC,

pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Uranium Mill Tailings

Radiation Control Act of 1978, ("UMTRCA"), as amended, as effectuated by NRC regulations

set forth at 10 C.F.R. Part 40, including Appendix A and applicable guidance documents.



On October 15, 1998, [USA submitted to NRC a request for a license amendment specifically

allowing IUSA to process uranium-bearing materials from the Ashland I Formerly Utilized Sites

Remedial Action Program ("FUSRAP') site ("Ashland 1) in Tonawanda, New York. Notice of

[USA's application was published in the Federal Register on November 3, 1998. 63 Fed. Reg.

59340. On December 7, 1998, Envirocare of Utah, Inc. ("Envirocare") filed a Request pursuant

to 10 C.F.R. § 2.1205, for a Hearing on IUSA's license amendment application, said Request

being served upon IUSA by first class mail.

II. ARGUMENT

The Parties and the Court have been down this road before. In fact, Envirocare is making

at least its fifth attempt at securing standing in an NRC licensing proceeding on the basis of

alleged economic or "competitor" injury. As this Court is, no doubt, well aware, on May 28,

1997, Envirocare filed a Request for Hearing to challenge a materials license amendment granted

to the Quivira Mining Company. The amendment authorized Quivira to accept and dispose of

11 e.(2) byproduct material at its facility near Grants, New Mexico. As later characterized by the

Commission, "Envirocare's core complaint is that the license amendment permits Quivira to

become a general commercial disposal facility like Envirocare, but that the NRC did not require

Quivira to meet the same regulatory standards the agency imposed upon Envirocare when

Envirocare sought its license to become a commercial disposal facility for I le.(2) material."'

Envirocare alleged that NRC's "unfair and inconsistent" application of standards caused it to

suffer a "severe competitive disadvantage" and that Envirocare thus had an economic interest in

NRC's consideration and issuance of Quivira's license amendment.

In the Matter of Quivira Mining Company, CLI-98-11 (July 17, 1998) at 2. (emphasis in
original).
2 Id. at 3 (citations omitted).
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The Atomic Safety and Licensing Board found that Envirocare lacked standing to

challenge the amendment and terminated the proceeding. 3 On Envirocare's appeal of that Order.

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. in a lengthy and well-considered opinion, affirmed the

Board, holding that Envirocare's alleged "competitor" injuries did not fall within the zone of

interests of the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA") or the Atomic Energy Act

("AEA").

On July 23, 1998, Envirocare filed a Request for Hearing to challenge a materials license

amendment allowing IUSA, to receive and process 1 le.(2) byproduct material known as the

"Ashland 2" materials. Finding that Envirocare's interest in the matter was "purely economic"

and "convinced that this case is on all fours with Quivira," this Court dismissed Envirocare's

Request for lack of standing.5 Again, Envirocare appealed to the Commission and again, the

Commission affirmed.6 Finding again that purely economic harm unrelated to environmental or

radiological injury did not fall within the zone of interests of NEPA or the AEA, the Commission

again held that Envirocare lacked standing to challenge the subject license amendment.

Proving that the past, indeed, is prologue, Envirocare now brings this Request for

Hearing to challenge IUSA's application for a license amendment to process the Ashland 1

materials. A review of Envirocare's pending Request reveals it to be a nearly verbatim

reiteration of Envirocare's twice-rejected Request for Hearing in connection with the Ashland 2

license amendment. Envirocare's pending Request, like its Request already rejected by this

Court and by the Commission, makes no attempt to state any injury by environmental or

3 In the Matter of Quivira Mining Company, LBP-97-20, 46 NRC 257 (1997).
4 Quivira Mining, CLI-98-1 1.

5 In the Matter of International Uranium (USA) Corporation, Memorandum and Order at 2
(August 19, 1998).
6 In the Matter of International Uranium (USA) Corporation, CLI-98-23 (November 24, 1998).
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radiological harm, but rather complains of competitive disadvantage and economic harm if

IUSA's license is amended to allow [USA to reprocess materials that Envirocare might

otherwise get paid to dispose of.

Envirocare does not even claim to offer anything new or to distinguish the pending

Request from the ones that came before. Instead, Envirocare prefaces its current Request:

Envirocare recognizes the NRC's recent decisions in Quivira
Mining Company (citation omitted) and International Uranium
(USA) Corporation (citation omitted) wherein the NRC affirmed
the dismissal of Envirocare's requests for hearings in those matters
for lack of standing. Envirocare respectfully disagrees with the
NRC's decisions and has appealed the Quivira decision and
intends to appeal the IUSA decision to the federal court. While its
appeals are pending, Envirocare hereby files this request, in good
faith, to preserve its right to participate as a party in a hearing on
IUSA's latest license amendment application.!

II. CONCLUSION

Envirocare's Request is simply the latest in a seemingly endless series of attempts to

employ the regulatory process to impede agency action and gain some economic advantage over

a competitor. The NRC, in its opinion affirming Envirocare's dismissal from the Ashland 2

proceeding, made clear that it will not countenance this abusive tactic:

Competitors, though, whose only "interest" is lost business
opportunities, could readily burden our adjudicatory process with
open-ended allegations designed not to advance public health and
safety but as a dilatory tactic to interfere with and impose costs
upon a competitor. Such an abuse of our hearing process would
significantly divert limited agency resources, which ought to be
squarely -- genuinely - focused upon health and security
concerns.&

7 Envirocare Request for Hearing (December 7, 1998) at 1-2 (emphasis added).

8 International Uranium (USA) Corporation, CLI-98-23 at 8.
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Thus, Envirocare tacitly admits that it raises nothing new herein and that, pending the

outcome of its appeals, it is bound by the Commission's opinions in Quivir and IUSA.

Accordingly, Envirocare lacks standing to challenge [USA's license amendment request and

Envirocare's Request for Hearing in the above-captioned matter must be dismissed.

Respectfully submitted this 18th day of December, 1998.

SHAW PITTMAN POTTS & TROWBRIDGE

An-thony J. Thomps-on
Frederick S. Phillips
David C. Lashway
2300 N Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 663-8000

COUNSEL TO INTERNATIONAL
URANIUM (USA) CORPORATION
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Anthony J. Thompson, Esq. A \

Frederick S. Phillips, Esq. D
SHAW PITTMAN POTTS & TROWBRIDGE
2300 N Street, N.W. . i-/ j
Washington, DC 20037
Telephone: (202) 663-9198

Attorneys for International
Uranium (USA) Corporation

BEFORE THE UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

IN THE MATTER OF ) DOCKET NO.
INTERNATIONAL URANIUM (USA) )
CORPORATION'S AMENDMENT TO ) OPPOSITION OF INTERNATIONAL
NRC SOURCE MATERIAL LICENSE ) URANIUM (USA) CORPORATION
SUA-1358 ) TO ENVIROCARE OF UTAH, INC.'S

) REQUEST FOR HEARING

I. BACKGROUND

International Uranium (USA) Corporation ("IUSA") operates, in accordance with Source

Material License No. SUA-1358 issued by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

("NRC"), a uranium processing mill called the White Mesa Mill in Blanding, Utah (the "Mill").

The Mill processes uranium-bearing material to extract the uranium therefrom. Residuals, or

"tailings," from this process, defined as "1 le.(2) byproduct material," are disposed of in an

NRC-licensed "cell" or impoundment at the Mill. IUSA's Mill is regulated by NRC, pursuant to

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control

Act of 1978, as amended, as effectuated by NRC's regulations set forth at 10 C.F.R. Part 40

(including Appendix A) and applicable NRC guidance documents.



Procedural Status:

On March 3, 1998, IUSA requested that NRC amend IUSA's Source Material License to

include a performance-based licensing provision that would allow the Mill to accept for

processing "alternate feed materials" (i.e., feed materials other than natural ore) from unspecified

sources if certain procedures and safeguards are followed. That request remains under review by

NRC and is not the subject of this proceeding.2

On May 8, 1998, IUSA requested that NRC amend IUSA's Source Material License to

allow the Mill to process uranium-bearing materials from the Ashland 2 Formerly Utilized Sites

Remedial Action Program site near Tonawanda, New York ("Ashland 2 material"). NRC

granted IUSA's license amendment to process Ashland 2 material on June 23, 1998. The State of

Utah ("State") filed a Request for Hearing and Petition for Leave to Intervene on or about July

23, 1998. Envirocare of Utah, Inc., filed a Request for Hearing on or about the same date. Both

Requests are made pursuant to 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart L. These requests were served on

licensee on July 23 and 24, 1998, respectively. Licensee, IUSA, timely files this response to

Envirocare's Request for Hearing.

• In fact, no hearing was requested by any party with regard to IUSA's request for a performance-based license
amendment. The time for requesting such a hearing has expired. See 10 C.F.R. § 2.1205.
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II. ARGUMENT

A. Envirocare Lacks Standing To Request A Hearing

Pursuant to Section 189(a) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, 42 U.S.C.

§ 2239(a) ("AEA"), the Commission must honor a request for a hearing from any person "whose

interest may be affected by the proceeding." 42 U.S.C. § 2239(a). To determine whether a

particular "interest" is an appropriate basis on which to grant a hearing, the Commission must

look to judicial concepts of standing. 1 A Memorandum and Order issued by the Commission

only days ago in Quivira Mining, is particularly instructive regarding Petitioner Envirocare's

lack of standing in the instant case.3'

In Quivira, as here, Petitioner Envirocare sought a hearing and leave to intervene to

challenge a materials license amendment which would allow the licensee to accept I Ie. (2)

material from outside generators. Envirocare argued in its petition that the license amendment

allowed Quivira to become a commercial disposal facility like Envirocare, but that NRC did not

impose upon Quivira the same regulatory standards as were imposed upon Envirocare. The

Licensing Board found that Envirocare lacked standing to challenge Quivira's license amendment

and dismissed the proceeding.!' Envirocare appealed the Board's decision to the Commission.

Portland General Elec. Co. (Pebble Springs Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2), CLI-76-27; see also NRC Staff Practice
and Procedure Digest (July 1997), at 46-47.

2-40-8905-MLA (July 17, 1998); Memorandum and Order attached hereto as Exhibit 1.

LBP-97-20 (1997).
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In a lengthy Memorandum and Order issued July 17, 1998, Commissioners Diaz and

McGaffigan and Chairman Jackson affirmed the Board's determination that Envirocare lacked

standing to challenge the license amendment.

To demonstrate standing in Commission licensing proceedings
under § 189a, a petitioner must allege a particularized injury that is
fairly traceable to the challenged action and is likely to be
redressed by a favorable decision. Injury must be "actual or
imminent." Consistent with an additional, so-called "prudential"
requirement of standing, the Commission also has required the
petitioner's interest to fall, arguably, within the "zone of interests"
protected or regulated by the governing statute(s) -- here, the AEA
and NEPA.... At bottom, the standing analysis seeks to determine
"whether Congress intended for a particular class of plaintiffs to be
relied upon to challenge an agency's disregard of the law."

Quivira at 5 (citations omitted). Finding that "Envirocare meets the actual injury test but fails the

zone of interests requirement," the Commission called "the question of 'competitor standing' ...

essentially a matter of first impression for the Commission," and saw fit to "lay out our reasoning

at some length."'"

The Commission agreed with the Licensing Board that "Envirocare has shown sufficient

injury in fact for standing.... through an alleged inappropriately lax licensing of the Quivira

facility, Quivira will have an unfair competitive edge over Envirocare .... There is no question

that 'increased competition represents a cognizable Article III injury.' (citation omitted) ... And

if, as Envirocare argues, Quivira obtained improper licensing advantages in violation of the

AEA, it is certainly conceivable that these allegedly insufficient license requirements could be

2 Id.
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remedied through the imposition of additional license conditions or through invalidating the

Quivira license ... ,6_

1. Alleged injury is not within the zone of interest protected by NEPA.

Having determined that Envirocare had satisfactorily demonstrated injury in fact, the

Commission turned its inquiry to whether "the asserted injury is arguably within the zone of

interests protected or regulated by the statute at issue ... Envirocare argues that its economic

injury as a competitor falls within the zone of interests of both the National Environmental

Policy Act and the Atomic Energy Act. The Licensing Board rejected both these claims

and so do we."7/-

Envirocare's argument that, so long as the challenged Agency action has an

environmental impact somewhere, its economic injury is within the zone of interests protected by

NEPA, was dismissed by the Commission:

We find Envirocare's position inconsistent with a long line of
judicial cases. NEPA's purpose is to protect the environment, "not
the economic interests of those adversely affected by agency
decisions." (citations omitted). A petitioner who suffers only
economic injury has no standing to bring a challenge under NEPA.
(citation omitted). Indeed, parties whose motivation is solely
"economic self-interest and welfare are singularly inappropriate
parties to be entrusted with the responsibility of asserting the
public's environmental interest." (citation omitted). An interest in
"economic well-being vis-a-vis competitors is clearly not within
the zone of interests" of NEPA, which was "not designed to
prevent the loss of profits." (citation omitted)... Parties affected
solely by economic harm should not be able to use NEPA "as a
device" to "thwart governmental activity under the guise of
environmental interest" simply by "invokiiag the magic word

_ Id. at 7. As demonstrated hereafter, IUSA has received no improper licensing advantages in violation of the AEA.

Id. at 7-8 (citations omitted) (emphasis added).
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'environment,' when their injury has factually nothing to do with
the environment." (citations omitted)."

2. Alleged iniury is not within the zone of interest protected by AEA.

Having determined that "economic injury may be protected under NEPA, but only when

the economic harm is directly caused by environmental effects,"' and that Envirocare's alleged

economic injury was unrelated to any alleged environmental impact of Quivira's license, the

Commission considered whether Envirocare's alleged economic injury came within the AEA's

zone of interests. Focusing on multiple Supreme Court opinions involving "zone of interests"

and standing for alleged economic injuries, the Commission concluded that a claimed economic

injury, "unlinked to a claim of radiological injury, is not among those interests arguably

protected or regulated under the Atomic Energy Act."'' "The petitioner "must establish that the

injury he complains of (his aggrievement, or the adverse effect upon him) falls within the 'zone

of interests' sought to be protected by the statutory provision whose violation forms the legal

basis for his complaint."''

The Commission evaluated Envirocare's standing to challenge Quivira's license

amendment against "the two-pronged test set forth in the latest Supreme Court decision on

' Id. at 8-9. The Commission's Order also cites David J. Hayes and James A. Hourihan, "NEPA Requirements for
Private Projects," 13 B.C. Envtl. Aff. L. Rev. 61, 75 (1985) ("Courts should vigorously apply standing principles to
ensure that the judicial system is not clogged with economic dog-fights hidden behind 'environmental' disguises") in
support of its reasoning.

•2 ld. at 10.

I d. at II.

.--ld. at 12; citing Air Courier Conference of America v. American Postal Workers Union, 498 U.S. 517, 524 (199 1)
(rejecting postal workers' standing to press employment issues because those issues were not among the issues
addressed by the postal statutes.
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competitor standing... (1) what are the interests 'arguably... to be protected' by the relevant

statutory provisions; and (2) are the petitioner's interests that are affected by the challenged

agency action among them?"' Finding "no indication in the AEA of an intent to protect the

competitor interest Envirocare asserts -- purely economic interest entirely unrelated to any

radiological harm to Envirocare,''-the Commission concluded that Envirocare lacked standing

to challenge Quivira's license amendment.

The basis of Envirocare's present request for a hearing is that: (1) NRC did not follow its

internal guidance on disposal of non-l Ie. (2) byproduct material; (2) the license amendment

application does not meet requirements of the AEA and regulations promulgated pursuant

thereto; and (3) the license amendment is inconsistent with NEPA and NRC's application of

NEPA to Envirocare's license application.L' Although Envirocare has labored to conform the

instant pleadings to the standing requirements articulated by the Commission in Quivira, these

allegations essentially are identical to those rejected by the Commission in that proceeding.L

For example, Envirocare asserts: it is "placed at a severe competitive disadvantage" if

IUSA is not required to meet the same regulatory standards;L6 IUSA's operation "might result in

harm to the public health and safety" which might result in increased regulation and higher costs

'-Id.; citing National Credit Union Admin. v. First Nat'l Bank & Trust Co. 118 S. Ct. 927, 936 n.7 (1998).

! 1Qui vira, supra.,at 12.

LEnvirocare's Request for Hearing at 2.
N.

L'-See Request for Hearing of Envirocare of Utah, Inc.on Quivira Mining Company's Request for License

Amendment, attached hereto as Exhibit 2.

2Envirocare's Request for Hearing at 11-12, para. 5.4.2.
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to the byproduct disposal "industry;"'L and Envirocare's licensing required an EIS while IUSA's

license amendment did not, and that this amounts to "an unfair economic (and hence

competitive) advantage" to IUSA and "will undermine public confidence" in byproduct disposal

facilities.! Envirocare concludes that it has satisfied the "injury-in-fact" requirement by these

allegations."'

Pages 13 through 16 of Envirocare's Request for Hearing expend multiple paragraphs in

an attempt to shoe-horn Envirocare's allegations of purely economic injury into the zones of

interest addressed by the AEA and NEPA. Envirocare's Request embarks on this specious

exercise by asserting that the AEA explicitly requires NRC to "give due consideration to the

economic costs associated with possession and transfer of' byproduct material.L As the

Commission expressly informed Envirocare in Quivira, however, the provision cited by

Envirocare "has nothing to do with competitors' interests. '-'

Envirocare's subsequent attempts at satisfying the "zone of interest" test are variations on

the theme that the AEA and NEPA are both "designed to protect the public health and the

environment, as well as foster the environmentally responsible growth of the nuclear energy

industry" and that "Envirocare, as a member of that industry, is in a unique postion to help ensure

-id. at 12, para. 5.4.3.

LEd. at 12-13, para. 5.4.4, 5.4.5.

-1d. at 13, para. 5.4.6.

LEnvirocare Request at 13, para. 5.4.7.

LSee Quivira at 19-20.
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that NRC lives up to those statutory objectives.'"L While Envirocare's laudable offer to assist

NRC is no doubt borne of a selfless regard for the public interest, it flies in the face of the

Commission's admonition that a firm such as Envirocare "might be a 'peculiarly unsuitable proxy

for those whom Congress intended to protect.'"'23/

As in Ouivira, Envirocare's pending request for a hearing cannot allege "economic harm.

directly caused by environmental effects"L' nor an economic interest related to radiological

harm to Envirocare.L Rather, as in Ouivira, Envirocare's request embodies yet another2-6

shameless effort to misappropriate the regulatory process solely to further Envirocare's economic

interest. Envirocare lacks standing to pursue this flagrantly improper course of conduct.

B. NRC Licensing Determinations Entitled To Deference.

Even if the Presiding Officer should determine that Envirocare has established standing to

obtain a hearing on NRC's amendment of IUSA's license No. SUA-1358, NRC's licensing

decision should be upheld. As the regulatory agency authorized by statute to make licensing

determinations of the type here at issue, NRC's determination to grant IUSA's requested license

2Envirocare Request at 13, para. 5.4.8, 5.5.10, 5.511, 5.5.12.

11 Quivira at 18; citing Hazardous Waste Treatment Council v. Thomas 885 F.2d 918, 927 (D.C. Cir. 1989).

LSee Quivira at 10.

!'ld. at 12.

-'See also Umetco Minerals Corp., LBP-94-7 (1994)(petition asserting economic injuries rejected as untimely).
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amendment is entitled to substantial deference.? Deference is particularly appropriate where the

agency action at issue is technical and complex.2

Generally, actions taken by NRC have been accorded greater deference than actions taken

by other regulatory agencies. This is because the AEA gives NRC significant regulatory latitude

"virtually unique in the degree to which broad responsibility is reposed in the Commission, free

of close prescription in its charter as to how it shall proceed in achieving the statutory

objectives.'"' NRC's determination of technical matters within its area of expertise are routinely

. given deference.3 0 /

In accordance with its statutory mandate and its interpretation of its own regulations,

NRC has reviewed all materials submitted by IUSA in support of its alternate feed materials

license amendment application. Based on its determination that IUSA has satisfied all conditions

for the requested amendment, NRC has issued the requested license amendment allowing [USA

to process the Ashland 2 FUSRAP materials at IUSA's Mill. Envirocare's bald-faced attempt to. further its economic interests certainly cannot displace the deference owed the considered

technical judgments of NRC Staff. Accordingly, even in the event that the Presiding Officer

determines that Envirocare has standing, IUSA's license amendment should be upheld.

"See e.g., Chevron U.S.A. v. Natural Resources Defense Council 467 U.S. 837 (1984).

"See e.g., Aluminum Co. of America v. Central Lincoln People's Util. Dist., 467 U.S. 380, 390 (1984).

2Nuclear Info. Resource Serv. v. NRC. 969 F.2d 1169, 1177 (D.C. 0ir. 1992) (citing Siegel v. Atomic Energy
Comm'n. 400 F.2d 778, 783 (D.C. Cir. 1968).

MSee e.g•, Environmental Defense Fund v. NRC 902 F.2d 785, 788-89 (10th Cir. 1990).
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C. Envirocare's Claims Are Ill-Founded And Misleadin .

As discussed above, this is not the first time that Envirocare has sought economic

advantage in the regulatory process. This attempt, like those that preceded it, should be

dismissed. For the record, however, several of Envirocare's allegations are so ill-founded and/or

misleading that IUSA does not want to leave them unaddressed.

IUSA suggests that one probably need look no further than page 9 of Envirocare's. Request for Hearing to get a sense of the sincerity and good faith underlying Envirocare's

Request. At paragraph 4.18, after stating,without qualification, that "the site has existing

environmental problems," there appears the bracketed inquiry, "(are there any contamination

problems at the White Mesa site???)." Envirocare's inability to cite any such problems answers

the question. In fact, the White Mesa site has had no contamination problems.

This disinclination to be saddled with the truth permeates Envirocare's Request for. Hearing. Envirocare complains that IUSA was not required to prepare an EIS.L-2 "Envirocare

spent an estimated $1.675 million for the costs it incurred in preparing the EIS at the direction of

NRC.''- Envirocare fails to explain that the costs it incurred producing an EIS were driven up

by the need to re-do major components of its license application that NRC found to be grossly

inadequate.3-2 Envirocare also fails to mention that IUSA and its predecessor licensees at the

Mill have incurred, and continue to incur, substantial costs funding NRC-directed siting studies,

LSee, e Request for Hearing, at 5, para. 4.4.

LRequest for Hearing at 4.

ESee Letter from Bernero. November 25, 1992, attached hereto as Exhibit 3.
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environmental assessments (equivalent to today's EIS), license renewal and amendment reviews,

site reclamation plan development and review, and other environmental protection measures.

Envirocare complains that "NRC issued a Categorical Exclusion for IUSA's license

amendment, indicating that it would not require any environmental review to be prepared."2- In

fact, to date, NRC has determined that all alternate feed materials license amendments are

categorically exempt. Envirocare further complains that IUSA failed to comply with 10 C.F.R. §

51.20 EIS requirements.L- These requirements, however, apply to facilities licensed pursuant to

the Part 61 requirements, not Part 40.

Doggedly refusing to let the truth interfere with the points it wishes to make, Envirocare

states that NRC's grant of IUSA's license amendment was not "based upon the economic

justification submitted by IUSA [IUSA], rather NRC applied the co-disposal test. Envirocare

submits that the economic justification test is the proper method to use to determine if the

material is being processed primarily for its source material content."'' In fact, the TER states

that the license amendment was granted on the basis of both tests.!!!!'

LHearing Request at 8.

LHearing Request. at 7.

reHearing Request at 5-6, para. 4.6.

ETER, attached hereto as Exhibit 4.

LEEnvirocare also states that "the uranium content within the material is not economical for reprocessing." Hearing
Request, at 6, para. 4.8. Envirocare precedes this statement with an attempt at calculating the average U-238 weight
of the Ashland 2 materials. This calculation, which is loosely based on older and less complete data than that
evaluated by NRC, misinterprets the data and misapprehends the significance of the site-specific guideline for what
soil is to be excavated. A more cogent review of the pertinent data, as previously provided in response to an NRC
Request for Additional Information, is attached as Exhibit 5. Perhaps what Envirocare meant to say was that
IUSA's reprocessing of the material is not economical for Envirocare.
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Envirocare alleges that NRC has failed to address the impacts that the shipment of 25.000

tons of radioactive wastes will have on the environment. These impacts can include the impact

on the highways and public roads.. . "Il NRC did evaluate the potential environmental impacts

associated with transportation of the Ashland 2 materials and determined it would have no

significant additional impact.'

Envirocare's Petition suggests that the "White Mesa site is not required to meet the same

strict standards (i.e., the Part 40 requirements)...."- As discussed throughout this Response,

that suggestion is false. IUSA complies with 10 C.F.R. Part 40 in all respects, as evidenced by

the good standing of its source materials license and amendments thereto.

III. CONCLUSION

Envirocare of Utah, Inc., lacks standing to obtain the hearing it requests. Even if

Envirocare had standing to challenge NRC's grant of an amendment to IUSA's Source Materials

License SUA-1358, the determination of NRC Staff to grant the amendment is entitled to

substantial deference and should be upheld. Finally, Envirocare's substantive arguments are

generally ill-founded, often misleading, and universally without any merit.

2Hearin& Request, at 9.

MSee TER, attached hereto as Exhibit 4.

•Hearina Request, at 11, Section 5.4.
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For all of the foregoing reasons, IUSA respectfully requests that IUSA's license

amendment be upheld and Envirocare's Request for Hearing be DENIED.

Respe ly submi

Anthony r Thompson, Esq.
Frederick S. Phillips, Esq.
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge
2300 N. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037
(202) 663-8000

Counsel to International Uranium
(USA) Corporation

627336-01 DOCSDCI

627336-01 / DOCSDC I

N.
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